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FINITENESS AND DUAL VARIABLES FOR LORENTZIAN SPIN FOAM MODELS
J. WADE CHERRINGTON
Abstrat. We desribe here some new results onerning the Lorentzian Barrett-Crane model, a well-
known spin foam formulation of quantum gravity. Generalizing an existing niteness result, we provide
a onise proof of niteness of the partition funtion assoiated to all non-degenerate triangulations of 4-
manifolds and for a lass of degenerate triangulations not previously shown. This is aomplished by a
suitable re-fatoring and re-ordering of integration, through whih a large set of variables an be eliminated.
The resulting formulation an be interpreted as a dual variables model that uses hyperboloid variables
assoiated to spin foam edges in plae of representation variables assoiated to faes. We outline how this
method may also be useful for numerial omputations, whih have so far proven to be very hallenging for
Lorentzian spin foam models.
1. Introdution
Spin foam models oer a promising new quantum mehanial piture of spae-time geometry. The spin
foam program has been developed as a path integral formulation of loop quantum gravity
1
. Of the spin foam
models proposed in the literature, perhaps the most studied have been the Barrett-Crane models. Originally
onstruted using representations of the group Spin(4) assoiated to manifolds of Riemannian signature [5℄,
a subsequent model given by Barrett and Crane in [6℄ based upon representations of the Lorentz group
SO(3, 1) is onsidered to be more physially realisti.
While important strides have been made in numerial omputations within the Riemannian framework
[3, 4, 13℄, numerial omputations with the Lorentzian model have proven muh more diult. An important
dierene between the models lies in the spae of representations, whih in the Lorentzian ase is ontinuous
rather than disrete. In addition, the homogeneous spae used to dene vertex amplitudes is non-ompat
in the Lorentzian ase.
The main result of the present work is that the Lorentzian partition funtion an, by a proess we shall
refer to as fae fatoring, be rearranged so that integration over the representation variables is performed
exatly. After applying this transformation, omputational or analyti eort an fous entirely on the
homogeneous spae integrals and the one-dimensional integrals assoiated to eah edge of the spin foam.
We note that the model that results from fae fatoring is strongly in the spirit of the dual variables
piture proposed by Pfeier in [20℄. While [20℄ dealt speially with a Riemannian version of the Barrett-
Crane model, our fae-fatored model an be understood as the realization of a dual variables piture in the
Lorentzian ase.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next setion, we reall the form of the Lorentzian
Barrett-Crane amplitude and desribe the fae fatoring method. Inluded in this setion is an illustration
of the method applied to the partition funtion of a simple 2-omplex. In Setion 3, we prove that the
partition funtion assoiated to triangulations of a ertain type is absolutely onvergent in the fae fatored
formulation, whih justies the interhange of integration required by the method. It follows that the
original partition funtion is nite for triangulations of this type, whih inludes both the non-degenerate
triangulations proven nite in [14℄ as well as ertain degenerate triangulations that have not previously been
proven nite. It should be noted here that in the present work and in [14℄, niteness is shown for a spei
hoie of edge and fae amplitudes; throughout this work our main interest is in the hoie
2
due to Perez and
Rovelli [18℄. We also show how the method an be applied to an expliitly ausal version of the Barrett-Crane
model due to Livine and Oriti [16℄ for ertain types of triangulations. In Setion 4, we briey disuss the
1
The reader is referred to [2℄ for a reent review of loop quantum gravity, and [17℄ for a review of the spin foam program
speially.
2
The physial ontent of these amplitude hoies remains ontroversial; for example, see [9℄ for a ritial disussion of this
issue. In Setion 3, we examine how ertain hanges in the fae amplitude aet the type of degenerate triangulations for whih
we an show niteness.
1
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potential for numerial appliations of the method and end with some onluding remarks. A bound required
in Setion 3 is proven in Appendix A, and in Appendix B we show that the niteness results of Setion 3 (in
whih a losed 4-manifold is assumed for larity) also hold in the ase of a 4-manifold with boundary.
2. Desription of the Fae Fatoring Method
Review of the Lorentzian Barrett-Crane Model. To begin our disussion, we reall the form of a
Lorentzian spin foam model. Spin foam models are dened on simpliial 2-omplexes onstruted from
a set of verties V , a set of edges E, and a set of polygonal faes F . Beause our present work is with
the Barrett-Crane model, we restrit ourselves to those 2-omplexes whih are the dual 2-skeleton of a 4-
manifold triangulation
3
. The dual 2-skeleton is formed as follows: for every 4-simplex there is an assoiated
dual vertex, and any two dual verties whose assoiated 4-simplies meet at a tetrahedron are onneted by
a dual edge. For every fae of the triangulation, the losed loop of 4-simplies that share that fae gives rise
to a two-dimensional polygon in the dual 2-skeleton, the verties of whih are dual to the 4-simplies and the
edges of whih are dual to the tetrahedra that are shared between neighboring 4-simplies. An important
property of this onstrution is that the dual polygonal faes are in one-to-one orrespondene with the faes
of the original 4-manifold triangulation. Further bakground, inluding illustrations of dual skeleta, an be
found in [7℄.
We now introdue the Lorentzian Barrett-Crane model, whih assigns to eah dual 2-omplex∆ a partition
funtion Z∆ as follows:
(2.1) Z∆ =
∫
∞
0
· · ·
∫
∞
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
f∈F

∏
f∈F
Af

(∏
e∈E
Ae
)(∏
v∈V
Av
) ∏
f∈F
p
2
f dpf ,
where fators of the form p2f arise from the measure on the prinipal series of SO(3, 1) representations;
the amplitudes Af , Ae, and Av will be dened shortly. For a given 2-omplex, the state spae assoiated
with this partition funtion is the produt spae of representation variables pf (one for eah fae) and the
multiple integration over this spae is thought of as a path integration over all spin ongurations. To
nd the transition amplitude between two spin networks (the basis states of 3-geometry in loop quantum
gravity), a sum of Z∆ over all 2-omplexes interpolating between the spin networks is required. In the
sum over 2-omplexes, the amplitude Z∆ for eah 2-omplex will be weighted by an appropriate measure to
provide a normalization and possibly to regulate whih 2-omplexes an ontribute. The hoie of measure
and questions of onvergene have yet to be resolved  progress is likely to depend on what results an be
found for the partition funtion of individual 2-omplexes, whih is the fous of our present work.
In the expressions to follow, we write
∏
to indiate a formal produt of symbols suh as integral signs or
measures. When a relation suh as f ∋ v appears below a produt symbol (multipliative or formal), the
produt is taken over all of the objets on the left hand side of relation that satisfy the relation; for example,
in the f ∋ v ase the produt would be over all faes f suh that v is a member of f . The symbols v, e, and
f will always denote members of the sets V , E, and F , respetively.
We now turn to the denition of the amplitudes Av, Ae, and Af that appear in (2.1). Up to a regularization
that will be dened below, the Lorentzian Barrett-Crane vertex amplitude of [6℄ is dened as
(2.2) Av(pf ) =
(∏
e∋v
∫
H3+
dxe
)∏
f∋v
Kpf (xe+(f,v), xe−(f,v)),
where the kernel funtion Kpf is
(2.3) Kpf (x, y) =
sin(pf φ(x, y))
pf sinh(φ(x, y))
.
The kernels Kpf are funtions of the variables xe−(f,v), xe+(f,v) ∈ H
3
+ assoiated to the two dual edges that
both ontain v and are ontained in f ; the + and − serve to distinguish the two tetrahedra within a 4-simplex
that share a fae, but otherwise have no signiane  any xed onvention an be hosen. As there are
ten faes in the 4-simplex to whih a vertex is dual, the integrand is a produt of ten suh kernels. The
3
In Setion 3, we extend the strit denition of triangulation to inlude degenerate triangulations whih an be assoiated
to topologial 4-manifolds.
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kernel funtion Kpf depends on the hyperboloid variables through their hyperboli distane φ on H
3
+, whih
is dened as
(2.4) φ(x, y) = cosh−1(x · y)
for x, y ∈ H3+, where H
3
+ ≡ {x ∈ R
4 | x · x = 1, x0 > 0}; here x · y is the Minkowski inner produt
x · y ≡ x0y0 − x1y1 − x2y2 − x3y3.
Although the expression for the vertex amplitude given above is generally innite, we shall regularize it
by xing the value of one H3+ variable and dropping the orresponding integral over H
3
+  the answer is
independent of the hoies [6℄.
It should be observed that the future 3-hyperboloid H3+ is a homogeneous spae of SL(2,C) and, unlike
the homogeneous spae S3 that arises in the Riemannian model, it is non-ompat. The other basi dierene
with the Riemannian model is that the relevant representations
4
of SL(2,C) are indexed by a ontinuous
parameter pf ; in plae of a summation for eah fae the Lorentzian model requires an integral.
While the original model of [6℄ speies the vertex amplitude Av as given in (2.2), it leaves unspeied the
edge and fae amplitudes Ae and Af . A proposal introdued by Perez and Rovelli in [18℄ and onsidered in
further work [14, 19℄ hooses
5 Af = 1 and Ae = Θ4(p1, p2, p3, p4) for edges in the interior of the 2-omplex.
The funtion Θ4(p1, p2, p3, p4) is known as the eye diagram and an be dened as follows:
(2.5) Θ4(p1, p2, p3, p4) =
2
πp1p2p3p4
∫ ∞
0
sin(p1re) sin(p2re) sin(p3re) sin(p4re)
sinh2(re)
dre,
where p1, . . . , p4 are the spin variables labelling the four faes ontaining e.
The results we have obtained with the fae fatoring tehnique have primarily been for the amplitudes
Af = 1 and Ae = Θ4(p1, p2, p3, p4); we shall heneforth refer to this hoie as the Perez-Rovelli Model.
The Fae Fatoring Method. The major diulty in omputing Z∆ as presented in (2.1) relates to the
omputation of the vertex amplitude (2.2). For eah hoie of the ten pf variables, alulating a single vertex
amplitude requires extensive omputational eort in the form of Monte Carlo or quasi Monte Carlo integra-
tion. In the absene of an exat expression or some other signiantly more eient means of alulation, it is
prohibitively expensive omputationally to evaluate the partition funtion for even the simplest 2-omplexes.
This situation has provided the main motivation for nding an alternative approah to alulating Z∆, in
whih no vertex amplitudes are expliitly omputed.
The idea of the present work is to perform the integration over the spin variables pf rst, leaving a
formulation in whih the states to be integrated over are the ongurations of H3+ variables originating with
the vertex amplitude integrand and the re variables originating with the edge amplitude integrand. This
reverses the onventional integration order impliit in (2.1) that has been adopted in most omputational
approahes to date. For example, in omputations for the Riemannian ase [3℄ the vertex amplitudes (equal
to integrals over the homogeneous spae) are omputed for eah spin onguration and the results summed
to give the partition funtion.
Given the diulty in evaluating a Lorentzian vertex amplitude for a single hoie of spins, it is a rather
fortuitous result that all the spin dependene an be integrated out  indeed, as we shall see shortly, one
obtains exat expressions in terms of the remaining H3+ and re variables.
We dene the method expliitly as follows. Assuming that the original partition funtion is not aeted
by interhanging the order of integration, we an write:
(2.6) Z∆ =

∏
f∈F
∫ ∞
0
dpf



∏
f∈F
p2f Af (pf )

(∏
e∈E
Ae(pf )
)

∏
v∈V

 ∏
e∋v,e6=ev0
∫
H3+
dx(e,v)



∏
f∋v
Kpf (xe+(f,v), xe−(f,v))




4
In this we follow the original Lorentzian model of Barrett and Crane and use exlusively the (0, p) representations from the
prinipal series. While some proposals [19℄ have been made whih also inlude half integer labelled representations (k, 0), most
work has been with the original proposal.
5
Some authors absorb the p2
f
fators from the measure into the denition of Af (pf ); in the present work we keep the measure
and fae amplitude distint.
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=

∏
v∈V

 ∏
e∋v,e6=ev0
∫
H3+
dx(e,v)





∏
f∈F
∫ ∞
0
dpf



∏
f∈F
p2f Af (pf )

(∏
e∈E
Ae(pf )
)
∏
v∈V

∏
f∋v
Kpf (xe+(f,v), xe−(f,v))

 .
On the RHS of (2.6), all dependene on the pf variables is integrated out before performing the integrals
over H3+. As alled for by the regularization, one integration with respet to H
3
+ has been dropped from
eah vertex (the edge at v for whih integration is dropped is denoted by ev0) . To perform integration over
the pf variables rst, we onsider the produt of all the edge and vertex amplitude integrands, and organize
this produt into fators that eah depend only upon a single pf variable.
If we onsider for the moment only the fators ontributed by the vertex amplitudes Av given in (2.2),
we note the following. Due to the form of the integrand of Av in terms of the funtions (2.3), we see that
for any given fae f of the 2-omplex all of the fators involving the spin pf an be grouped together into a
vertex fae fator FVf of the form
(2.7) FVf (pf , φ
f
i ) =
sin(pf φ
f
1 ) sin(pf φ
f
2 ) · · · sin(pf φ
f
degV(f)
)
p
degV(f)
f
,
where the φ
f
i denote distanes on H
3
+ and degV(f) denotes the number of verties ontained in the dual
fae f . With regard to the subsript i indexing the φ
f
i variables, we assume that a numbering of verties
in every dual fae f has been hosen; the i subsript runs over the values of the indexing map Nf (v)
and the orresponding vertex v is found by inverting Nf (v). Expliitly, we hoose for eah f a bijetive
map of the form Nf : Vf → {1, . . . , degV(f)}, where Vf is the set of verties in f . Although we have
suppressed the arguments of eah φ
f
i in the formula above, for a given φ
f
i letting v = N
−1
f (i) we see that
φ
f
i = φ
f (xe
−
(f,v), xe+(f,v)) is a funtion of the H
3
+ variables xe−(f,v) and xe+(f,v).
Although the fae amplitude for the Perez-Rovelli model has no spin dependene (Af = 1), the edge
amplitude (2.5) is a non-trivial funtion of the four spins variables assoiated to an edge of the 2-omplex.
While the eye diagram an be integrated to an exat expression in terms of the produt of spin variables and
the hyperboli otangent funtion [6℄, the result does not have a form in whih the spins pf appear in separate
fators. However, we observe from (2.5) that before integration with respet to re, the pf dependent part of
the integrand is a produt of fators of the form
sin(pf re)
pf
. Hene, if we ollet fators from the dierent edge
amplitude integrands that depend on the same pf , we have a produt for eah fae whih has the same form
as the vertex fae fator (2.7), but with the re variables playing the role of the hyperboli distane variables
φ
f
i . Therefore, if the re variables are integrated only after integrating with respet to the pf , we an dene
an overall fae fator that takes into aount ontributions from both edge and vertex amplitude kernels.
Our nal form for the fae fators are then
(2.8) Ff (pf , φ
f
i , re) =
sin(pf φ
f
1 ) · · · sin(pf φ
f
degV (f)
) sin(pf re(f,1)) · · · sin(pf re(f,degE(f)))
p
degV (f)+degE(f)−2
f
,
where degE(f) denotes the number of edges ontained in the fae f and the e(f, i) selets the ith edge
6
ontained in the fae f . It should be noted that we have absorbed the p2f terms from the measure into our
denition of Ff by lowering the power of pf in the denominator by two.
Having dened our fae fators, we an now rewrite the partition funtion in terms of the integrals of the
fae fators Ff (pf , φ
f
i , re) and produts of sinh funtions that depend only upon the re and φ
f
i :
(2.9) Z∆ =
(∏
e
∫ ∞
0
dre
)∏
v

 ∏
e∋v,e6=ev0
∫
H3+
dx(e,v)



(∏
e
2
π sinh2(re)
)
6
As with the fae-vertex numbering Nf (v), we assume that for every fae a numbering of its edges M(f, e) has been hosen.
We use an edge valued subsript for the re as there is only one suh variable for every edge.
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
∏
v

∏
f∋v
1
sinh(φfNf (v))





∏
f
∫ ∞
0
Ff (pf , φ
f
i , re) dpf

 .
Formula (2.9) is our expliit fae fatored formulation for the partition funtion of the Perez-Rovelli model;
in Setion 3 we shall prove it is equal to the original model for all non-degenerate triangulations and ertain
degenerate triangulations.
From (2.9), we see that fae fatoring requires interhanging the order of integration among the pf , the re,
and the hyperboloid integrals  all of whih are improper. In order to justify the interhange, it is suient
that at least one of the orderings of integration is absolutely integrable. This follows from the Tonelli-Hobson
test, a orollary of the well-known Fubini theorem in the ase of integrals on an unbounded domain; see for
example [1℄. In Setion 3 below, we justify this interhange for a general lass of triangulated 4-manifolds
by establishing absolute integrability for the fae fatored formulation of the partition funtion.
We onsider next an illustration of the fae-fatoring method for the 2-omplex dual to a partiular
triangulation of the 4-sphere S4.
Example fae fatoring of a Barrett-Crane model with trivial edge amplitude. For simpliity, we
onsider in this setion a modied Perez-Rovelli model with (2.5) replaed by a trivial edge amplitude so
that
Af = 1, Ae = 1.
The standard Barrett-Crane vertex amplitude
Av =

 ∏
e∋v,e6=ev0
∫
H3+
dxe



∏
f∋v
Kpf (xe+(f,v), xe−(f,v))


is used; reall from (2.3) that the kernel funtions are
Kpf (x, y) =
sin(pf φ(x, y))
pf sinh(φ(x, y))
.
Consider the triangulation of S4 resulting from taking the boundary of the 5-simplex. In this triangulation,
there are 6 four-simplies, 15 tetrahedra, and 20 triangles. We shall work with the dual 2-skeleton of this
triangulation, in whih there are 6 verties, 15 edges, and 20 polygonal faes; the relevant fae fators
Ff (pf , φ
f
i ) will be dedued from ounting and symmetry arguments. Beause eah vertex is ontained in ten
faes, there will be ten Kpf (x, y) fators per vertex for a total of sixty Kpf (x, y) fators. In our present ase,
all faes have an assoiated fae fator of the same form by symmetry. Sine by denition there is a fae
fator for eah fae f and there are twenty faes for the entire 2-omplex, we see that eah fae fator has
the form
(2.10) Ff (pf , φ
f
i ) =
sin(pfφ
f
1 ) sin(pfφ
f
2 ) sin(pfφ
f
3 )
pf
,
where the three φ
f
i are assoiated to the three verties in f . Having found the fae fator, we onsider the
integral that appears in the fae-fatored form of the partition funtion denition given in (2.9):
(2.11)
∫ ∞
0
Ff (pf , φ
f
i ) dpf =
∫ ∞
0
sin(pfφ
f
1 ) sin(pfφ
f
2 ) sin(pfφ
f
3 )
pf
dpf
=
1
8π
(sign(−φf1 + φ
f
2 + φ
f
3 )− sign(−φ
f
1 + φ
f
2 − φ
f
3 )− sign(φ
f
1 + φ
f
2 + φ
f
3 ) + sign(φ
f
1 + φ
f
2 − φ
f
3 )).
As suggested above, this integral is not diult to evaluate to an exat losed form in terms of the distane
variables φ
f
i . We note here that given the diulty of evaluating a single Lorentzian vertex amplitude, it
may be surprising that integrating over all the spin variables an be done in suh a way that the result is a
produt of simple funtions of the H3+ variables.
We again emphasize that to equate the fae fatored form of (2.9) with the original formulation of the
partition funtion, interhanging the order of the improper integrals needs to be justied. We won't provide
suh a justiation for this example ase  however, in Setion 3 we prove that the fae fatoring method is
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valid for the atual ase of interest, the Lorentzian Barrett-Crane model with the Perez-Rovelli fae and edge
amplitudes. Before doing so, we shall give an exat losed form expression for the fae fator integrations
that arise in the Perez-Rovelli model.
Closed form for the Perez-Rovelli fae fator integrations. In the Perez-Rovelli model, the most
general fae fator is given by (2.8), and the integrals required to eliminate dependene on pf for a given f
are of the form ∫ ∞
0

∏
v∈f
sin(pfφ
f
Nf (v)
)
pf



∏
e∈f
sin(pfre)
pf

 p2f dpf .
Clearly, this integral an be expressed using a produt of sinc funtions as
∏
v∈f
φ
f
Nf (v)



∏
e∈f
re

∫ ∞
0

∏
v∈f
sinc(pfφ
f
Nf (v)
)



∏
e∈f
sinc(pfre)

 p2f dpf .
Were it not for the fator of p2f due to the measure, one would be integrating a produt of sinc funtions
with arguments saled by the φ
f
i and re variables. If this were the ase, a rather remarkable losed form
given by Borwein et. al. in [10℄ ould be diretly applied. This formula, whih will be useful for our atual
ase as well, we give here as follows.
Without loss of generality, let an arbitrary fae f in the 2-omplex be hosen. We dene a new set
of variables di so that di = φ
f
i+1 for 0 ≤ i < degV(f) and di = re(f,i+1−degV(f)) for degV(f) ≤ i <
degV(f) + degE(f). As the di are all non-negative, we an apply from [10℄ the result:
(2.12)
∫ ∞
0

∏
v∈f
sin(pfφ
f
Nf (v)
)
pf



∏
e∈f
sin(pfre)
pf

 dpf
=
∫ ∞
0
(
n∏
i=0
sin(pfdi)
pf
)
dpf =
π
2
1
2nn!
∑
γ∈{−1,1}n
ǫγb
n
γ sign(bγ)
where n = degV(f) + degE(f)− 1 and γ = (γ1, · · · , γn) ∈ {−1, 1}
n
. The bγ and ǫγ are dened by
bγ = d0 +
n∑
k=1
γkdk, ǫγ =
n∏
k=1
γk.
Remarkably, it turns out that this formula enables us to handle the Perez-Rovelli ase as well  we simply
dierentiate both sides of (2.12) twie with respet to (any) one of the di parameters. On the LHS the
dierentiation is passed under the integral sign; hoosing d0 as our parameter to dierentiate we have:
(2.13) −
∂2
∂d20
∫ ∞
0
(
n∏
i=0
sin(pfdi)
pf
)
dpf =
∫ ∞
0
−
∂2
∂d20
(
n∏
i=0
sin(pfdi)
pf
)
dpf
=
∫ ∞
0
(
n∏
i=0
sin(pfdi)
pf
)
p2f dpf = −
∂2
∂d20

π
2
1
2nn!
∑
γ∈{−1,1}n
ǫγb
n
γ sign(bγ)


Note that dierentiating sin(pfd0) twie with respet to d0 gives the desired fator of p
2
f multiplying the
negative of sin(pfd0). Thus (2.13) provides a losed form expression for all the fae fator integrals that may
appear in the Perez-Rovelli model. In pratie, one an also evaluate these types of integrals using symboli
integration with software suh as Maple or Mathematia.
3. Finiteness Results
The niteness of the Lorentzian Barrett-Crane partition funtion with the Perez-Rovelli hoie for fae
and edge amplitudes was an important nding established
7
in [14℄ for arbitrary non-degenerate 2-omplexes.
In this setion, we prove that the partition funtion is absolutely integrable for a more general lass of
2-omplexes. This proof both justies the interhange of improper integrals required by fae fatoring and
7
See also [15℄ for further detail.
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at the same time proves niteness of the model for all non-degenerate triangulations and a ertain lass
of degenerate triangulations. We haraterize this lass of degenerate triangulations and show how it is
sensitive to ertain hanges in the fae amplitude. Note that the proof we give in this setion applies to
losed two-omplexes. The result also holds for 2-omplexes with boundary; we desribe in Appendix B how
the proof of the losed ase is hanged to aount for the presene of boundaries.
We start by introduing an absolute bound on the Perez-Rovelli partition funtion in its fae-fatored
form (2.9) above.
(3.1) |Z∆| ≤
(∏
e
∫ ∞
0
dre
)∏
v

 ∏
e∋v,e6=ev0
∫
H3+
dx(e,v)



(∏
e
2
π sinh2(re)
)

∏
v

∏
f∋v
1
sinh(φfNf (v))





∏
f
∫ ∞
0
∣∣∣Ff (pf , φfi , re)∣∣∣ dpf

 .
Introduing the inequality (A.5) proven in Appendix A:
(3.2)
∏
f
(∫ ∞
0
∣∣∣F (pf , φfi , re)∣∣∣ dpf
)
≤
∏
f

4
3

degV (f)∏
i=1
φ
f
i
degE(f)∏
j=1
re(f,j)

1−
3
degV (f)+degE(f)

 .
Hene, if the RHS of the bound
(3.3) |Z∆| ≤
(∏
e
∫ ∞
0
dre
)∏
v

 ∏
e∋v,e6=ev0
∫
H3+
dx(e,v)



(∏
e
2
π sinh2(re)
)

∏
v

∏
f∋v
1
sinh(φfNf (v))





∏
f
4
3

degV (f)∏
i=1
φ
f
i
degE(f)∏
j=1
re(f,j)

1−
3
degV (f)+degE(f)


is nite then our fae fatored form of the partition funtion (and hene the original form) is nite.
To integrate out the re variables in our bound, for eah e we ollet together all the re dependene into a
single term of the form
(3.4)
∫ ∞
0
rαee
sinh2(re)
dre,
where αe > 0 is the overall power of re appearing in (3.3) due to ontributions from the four faes that
ontain e.
We laim that for αe > 1, quantities of this form are always nite. To see this we divide the integration
as follows: ∫ ∞
0
rαee
sinh2(re)
dre =
∫ ln 2
2
0
rαee
sinh2(re)
dre +
∫ ∞
ln 2
2
rαee
sinh2(re)
dre.
Consider the rst term. Although the integrand is unbounded at re = 0, sinh(re) → re as re → 0, so near
zero the integrand behaves as r−(2−αe), whih is integrable for αe > 1, but will otherwise diverge. Beause
e2x
16 < sinh
2(x) for x > ln 22 , we an bound the seond term as∫ ∞
ln 2
2
rαee
sinh2(re)
dre < 16
∫ ∞
ln 2
2
rαee e
−2re dre
whih is nite, as the polynomial rαee is exponentially damped as re →∞. Thus all fators involving re an
be integrated to give nite fators if for eah edge e the inequality αe > 1 holds. We will return below to a
disussion of this αe > 1 ondition and the onstraints it plaes on whih degenerate triangulations an be
shown nite.
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Next we need to hek that integration over the hyperboloid variables always yields nite fators. Upon
integrating out the re as desribed, we have redued the bound (3.3) to:
(3.5)
|Z∆| ≤ C

∏
v

 ∏
e∋v,e6=ev0
∫
H3+
dx(e,v)





∏
v

∏
f∋v
1
sinh(φfNf (v))



∏
f

degV (f)∏
i=1
φ
f
i

1−
3
degV (f)+degE(f)
= C
∏
v



 ∏
e∋v,e6=ev0
∫
H3+
dx(e,v)



∏
f∋v
1
sinh(φfNf (v))

∏
f∋v
(
φ
f
Nf (v)
)1− 3
degV (f)+degE(f)

 .
where the re integrations and all other onstants have been absorbed into an overall onstant C.
From this expression, we see that to omplete our proof we require
(3.6)

 ∏
e∋v,e6=ev0
∫
H3+
dx(e,v)

∏
f∋v
(
φ
f
Nf (v)
)1− 3
degV (f)+degE(f)
sinh(φfNf (v))
for eah v to be nite. Note that these integrals are of the same form of the vertex amplitude (2), but
with modied kernel funtions. In reent work by Dan Christensen [12℄, a proof is given in whih a lass
of integrals that inludes those of the form (3.6) are shown to be nite. From this we an onlude that all
hyperboloid integrations produe nite fators.
Therefore, absolute integrability for our bound on the fae fatored formulation depends only upon nite-
ness of the re variable integrations, for whih we found above that αe > 1 is a neessary and suient
ondition.
We analyze the αe > 1 ondition as follows. For all non-degenerate triangulations, degV (f)+degE(f) ≥ 6,
hene the power of re appearing in eah fae fator is at least (1 −
3
6 ) =
1
2 . Sine eah re is assoiated to
a tetrahedron, it will appear in 4 fae fators. Hene αe ≥ (4 ·
1
2 ) = 2 > 1, and so we onlude that all
non-degenerate triangulations are absolutely integrable. This justies the fae fatoring method for these
triangulations and gives an alternative niteness proof to that of [14℄.
More generally, the ondition on αe in terms of the vertex and edge degrees degV (f) and degE(f) an be
given as αe =
∑
f∋e
(
1− 3degV (f)+degE(f)
)
> 1. If we onsider degenerate triangulations where degE(f) ≥ 2
and degE(f) ≥ 2, this ondition is equivalent to the following statement:
Theorem 3.1. The Perez-Rovelli partition funtion Z∆ is absolutely integrable if for every e ∈ ∆, degV (f)+
degE(f) > 4 for at least one f ontaining e.
This is a generalization of the niteness proof of [14℄, whih was limited to non-degenerate triangulations.
We shall see next that some degenerate triangulations satisfy this ondition and some do not.
Finiteness for Degenerate Triangulations. In the ase where a dual 2-omplex ontains a fae f where
degV (f) or degE(f) is less than 3, it is dual to a degenerate triangulation. Suh a triangulation is not
stritly speaking a triangulation in the usual sense of a simpliial omplex, as it ontains 4-simplies whose
intersetion ontains more than one tetrahedra. While visualizing 4-dimensional geometry is hallenging, we
an draw lower-dimensional analogs of degenerate triangulations; two examples are shown in Figure 3.1.
Using Theorem 3.1, the 4-dimensional analog
8
of Figure 3.1(a) an be shown nite. Observe that although
the interior degenerate edges (indiated with thikened lines) have a fae where degE(f) = 2 and degV (f) = 2,
they also have 3 faes where degE(f) > 2 and degV (f) > 2, and so applying our riterion above we see that
Z∆ is nite.
The four dimensional analog of Figure 3.1(b), in whih two 4-simplies interset along all ve of their
boundary tetrahedra, results in degE(f) = 2 and degV (f) = 2 for all faes inside the tetrahedron of the
intersetion; for edges dual to these tetrahedra αe = 4 ·
1
4 = 1 so integration of our fae fator bound in the
re variable diverges. Hene our proof fails to show that suh 2-omplexes are nite. We remark here that
our Theorem 3.1 is a suient ondition but we have not shown it to be neessary  our work does not
rule out niteness of the fae fatored form for this type of triangulation. However, even if the fae fatored
8
In the analog, two four-simplies are glued along two of their tetrahedra.
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Figure 3.1. (a) A degenerate triangulation of the two-dimensional dis. (b) A degenerate
triangulation of the 2-sphere. Dotted arrows indiate edge identiations.
form an be shown not to be absolutely integrable, the original form of the partition funtion may still be
nite but only onditionally onvergent. Currently, numerial omputations are underway by the author to
explore some of these possibilities for 2-omplexes arising from these degenerate triangulations.
A nal observation relates to how possible hanges in the fae amplitude aet the integrability of de-
generate triangulations. While the edge and vertex amplitudes we have used here are fairly well aepted
and an be given some physial motivation, it may be of interest to onsider alternatives to the Af (pf ) = 1
hoie. If we allow ourselves to onsider a fae amplitude of the form
Af (pf ) =
1
p
γ
f
for γ ≥ 0, we an onstrut a new bound (following the steps of Appendix A) in whih the onvergene
ondition beomes αe =
∑
f∋e
(
1− 3−γdegV (f)+degE(f)
)
> 1. The analog of Theorem 3.1 is than the requirement
that
degV(f) + degE(f) +
4
3
γ > 4
for some f ontaining e.
It is interesting to observe that for γ > 0, this riterion is still met even if degV (f) = degE(f) = 2 for
all the faes of a tetrahedron, the ase whih fails for the original amplitude Af (pf ) = 1 orresponding to
γ = 0. Hene, with the original model suh 2-omplexes give a bound that is divergent but at the margin of
integrability  any non-zero γ results in a model where all degenerate triangulations satisfying degE(f) ≥ 2
and degE(f) ≥ 2 are nite.
4. Appliations
Generalization to the Livine-Oriti Causal Barrett-Crane Model. In the Livine-Oriti ausal model
developed in [16℄, the kernel funtions for the vertex amplitude Av are modied to take into aount fae
orientations εfv ∈ {−1, 1} relative to a vertex v that arise when imposing ausality. The ausal kernel
replaing the original kernel (2.3) is given as
(4.1) Kpf (x, y) =
e
iεfvpfφ
f
Nf (v)
(x,y)
pf sinh(φ
f
Nf (v)
(x, y))
.
From the form of this kernel, we an write the vertex fae fators as
(4.2) FVf (pf , φ
f
i ) =
1
p
degV(f)
f
∏
v∈f
e
iεfvpfφ
f
Nf (v) .
The integral
∫∞
0
FVf (pf , φ
f
i ) dpf diverges in the general ase, beause the numerator approahes a onstant
as pf → 0 while the denominator approahes zero at least linearly; this gives a divergent integral for
degv(f) ≥ 1, whih applies to any triangulation. Hene, ontributions to the overall fae fator from fae
and edge amplitudes must be relied upon to give a nite fae fatored partition funtion.
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Convergene riterion for the fae amplitude: In [16℄, the edge amplitude remains the eye diagram funtion
when passing to the ausal ase. Taking the ausal vertex and edge amplitudes as xed, we show in this
setion how the fae amplitude has to be arefully tuned to avoid divergene of the fae fatored formulation.
Let us onsider the full ausal fae fator with the edge amplitude kernels and a fae amplitude of the form
Af (pf ) = p
β
f for a real number β:
(4.3) Ff (pf , φ
f
i , re) =
1
p
degV(f)+degE(f)−2−β
f

∏
v∈f
e
iεfvpfφ
f
Nf (v)



∏
e∈f
sin(pfre)

 .
Observing that the produt of degE(f) sine funtions an anel against the p
degE(f)
f at pf = 0, to avoid
divergene we arrive at the ondition
degV(f)− 3 < β.
In addition, if β ≥ degV(f) + degE(f) − 2 then Ff (pf , φ
f
i , re) for general φ fails to have a limit as pf → ∞,
and so its integral is not dened. Hene a neessary niteness ondition for a given β is
(4.4) degV(f)− 1 < β + 2 < degV(f) + degE(f).
For β = 0 as has been proposed, (4.4) beomes degV(f)≤ 2 and degV(f) + degE(f) > 2; thus we see that
the former ondition restrits us to degenerate triangulations. For β ≥ 1 however, degenerate triangulations
are ompletely ruled out. Note here that in (4.4) the parameter β is bounded from both above and below.
We stress here that failure of onvergene for the fae fatored partition funtion does not imply divergene
of the original form; it may still be that the original partition funtion is onditionally integrable, preluding
the identiation of the two forms.
To summarize, we nd that for the Oriti-Livine model there are some rather strong onstraints on Af (pf )
neessary for the existene of a nite fae fatored formulation. An interesting goal for future work is to de-
termine whether the model with original integration ordering esapes these onstraints by being onditionally
onvergent, or if it in fat is divergent in the same ases as are divergent in the fae fatored formulation.
Numerial Appliations. Within the ontext of Monte Carlo methods applied diretly to the partition
funtion, the fae fatored formulation is advantageous in several respets. The integrations eliminated
involved a highly osillatory produt of sine funtions; the integration of these funtions leads to muh
smoother funtions of the remaining variables. In fat, it an be shown that the remaining funtions are
always non-negative [11℄. The features of smoothing and positivity are both desirable in Monte Carlo
methods for improving the auray ahievable for a given number of samples. Currently, omputations are
underway to evaluate the partition funtion for suiently small 2-omplexes where the number of integration
dimensions is still not prohibitive.
Apart from diret Monte Carlo methods whih have severe saling limitations, the fae fatored form of
the partition funtion may be amenable to statistial mehanial methods similar to those used in lattie
quantum eld theory omputations. In suh omputations, one avoids alulating the partition funtion
itself, but rather generates a sequene of samples in onguration spae whih has the same distribution as
that determined by the partition funtion. In this way, expetation values of observables an be found to
good approximation without alulating the entire partition funtion. The Metropolis algorithm is one suh
method that was suessfully applied [3℄ in alulating expetation values for the Riemannian Barrett-Crane
model.
Many statistial mehanial methods require that the partition funtion amplitude
9
be non-negative for all
ongurations (i.e. the partition funtion amplitude is the exponential of some real-valued ation). Clearly,
before fae fatoring the Perez-Rovelli amplitude as a funtion of all the spin variables fails to have suh
positivity due to its denition in terms of sine funtions. However, after the pf variables have been integrated,
it is rather remarkable that for losed spin foams the amplitude as a funtion of tetrahedral variables is always
non-negative [11℄. The potential for applying lattie eld theory tehniques to spin foam models using dual
tetrahedral variables has been emphasized by Pfeier in [20℄, and may open the door to omputing with
muh larger 2-omplexes.
9
The integrand of the partition funtion Z∆; a funtion of pf variables in the original formulation and a funtion of H
3
+ and
re variables assoiated to tetrahedra in the fae fatored formulation.
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On a autionary note, the physial interpretation of a model dened purely in terms of tetrahedral variables
seems ambiguous at this time. Based upon onnetions to the Regge ation in ertain limits and general
geometri onsiderations, it has been argued
10
that the hyperboloid variables an be interpreted as the time-
like normals to the tetrahedra (whih are purely spaelike by the Barrett-Crane onstrution). While this
viewpoint is ertainly promising, it is unlear to the author how these interpretations an be related bak to
the anonial approah.
5. Conlusions
In this paper we have shown how the Lorentzian Barrett-Crane spin foam model an be reformulated
so that integration with respet to the spin variables pf is performed before all other integrations to yield
exat expressions in terms of tetrahedral variables. Absolute integrability was proven for the fae fatored
formulation, justifying the interhange of integration and establishing niteness for a large lass of triangula-
tions. This lass inludes all non-degenerate triangulations and a ertain lass of degenerate triangulations,
extending the niteness proof of [14℄. In addition to the fae-fatoring transformation, an essential ingredient
of this proof is a reent niteness result due to Christensen [12℄ for a large lass of 10j-like integrals.
We have also desribed how the type of degenerate triangulations proven nite by our method depends
upon the hoie of fae amplitude. Given this result, it may be worthwhile to investigate more thoroughly
the physial signiane of the degenerate triangulations. While the method an also be applied to the ausal
Livine-Oriti model, we found that given their hoie of edge and vertex amplitude, there is a rather stringent
onstraint between the form of the fae amplitude and the types of triangulations that allow a nite fae
fatoring formulation.
An interesting feature of the Barrett-Crane model revealed by our work is that edge and vertex amplitudes
ontribute kernels to the fae fators of the same form; this is no aident and an be traed bak to the
diagrammatis used to derive the model [6℄. Hene, an obvious question is whether or not generalizations
or modiations of the Barrett-Crane model may still allow a fae fatoring formulation. Speially, one
ould onsider whether the Barrett-Crane type model proposed in [19℄, with mixed representations, may be
suseptible to a fae fatoring treatment. Moreover, it may be interesting to investigate whether any analog
of fae fatoring is possible for spin foam models not of the Barrett-Crane type.
A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ussions and suggestions. The author also a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ial support of NSERC and
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Appendix A. Produt Bound for General Fae Fator Integrations
In this appendix we nd funtions of re and φ
f
i that bound from above the possible integrated fae
fators that arise in the Perez-Rovelli model. The bounding funtions have the simple form of a produt
of re and φ
f
i variables raised to a power that depends only upon the number of edges and verties that
the fae ontains. These bounding funtions are used in Setion 3 to show the absolute integrability of the
fae-fatored formulation.
To begin, we reall that the most general fae fator that an arise for the Perez-Rovelli model has the
form
(A.1) Ff (pf , φ
f
i , re) =
sin(pfφ
f
1 ) · · · sin(pfφ
f
degV (f)
) sin(pfre(f,1)) · · · sin(pfre(f,degE(f)))
p
degV (f)+degE(f)−2
f
,
where the re and φ
f
i are non-negative real numbers oming from edge and vertex amplitudes, respetively.
To see this, note simply that in both the edge and vertex amplitude eah sine funtion in the numerator is
aompanied by a fator of pf in the denominator. The measure then ontributes a fator of p
2
f , reduing
the degree of the denominator by 2. Based on this form, we an immediately establish two types of bounds:
(A.2)
∣∣∣Ff (pf , φfi , re)∣∣∣ ≤ pfφ
f
1 · · · pfφ
f
degV (f)
pfre(f,1) · · · pfre(f,degE(f))
p
degV (f)+degE(f)−2
f
=

degV (f)∏
i=1
φ
f
i
degE(f)∏
j=1
re(f,j)

 p2f
10
For instane in [16℄; a dual variable framework is also developed in some detail for the Eulidean ase in [20℄.
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and
(A.3)
∣∣∣Ff (pf , φfi , re)∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣sin(pfφf1 ) · · · sin(pfφfdegV (f)) sin(pfre(f,1)) · · · sin(pfre(f,degE(f)))
∣∣∣
p
degV (f)+degE(f)−2
f
≤
1
p
degV (f)+degE(f)−2
f
.
The rst inequality (A.2) is valid for pf ≥ 0, while the seond bound (A.3) an only be used for pf > 0.
Integrating both sides of these inequalities we an form the following estimate for the integrated fae fator:
(A.4)
∫ ∞
0
∣∣∣Ff (pf , φfi , re)∣∣∣ dpf ≤ ∫ M
0

degV (f)∏
i=1
φ
f
i
degE(f)∏
j=1
re(f,j)

 p2f dpf + ∫ ∞
M
1
p
degV (f)+degE(f)−2
f
=
1
3

degV (f)∏
i=1
φ
f
i
degE(f)∏
j=1
re(f,j)

M3 + 1
MdegV (f)+degE(f)−3
,
for any M > 0. Sine we are integrating pf for a given set of the φ
f
i and re, we an make this M a funtion
M(φfi , re) of these variables. We make the following hoie:
M(φfi , re) =

degV (f)∏
i=1
φ
f
i
degE(f)∏
j=1
re(f,j)

−
1
degV (f)+degE(f)
,
whih upon substituting into (A.4) gives:
(A.5)
∫ ∞
0
∣∣∣Ff (pf , φfi , re)∣∣∣ dpf ≤ 13

degV (f)∏
i=1
φ
f
i
degE(f)∏
j=1
re(f,j)

M3 + 1
MdegV (f)+degE(f)−3
=
1
3

degV (f)∏
i=1
φ
f
i
degE(f)∏
j=1
re(f,j)

1−
3
degV (f)+degE(f)
+

degV (f)∏
i=1
φ
f
i
degE(f)∏
j=1
re(f,j)

1−
3
degV (f)+degE(f)
=
4
3

degV (f)∏
i=1
φ
f
i
degE(f)∏
j=1
re(f,j)

1−
3
degV (f)+degE(f)
.
Although we assume M > 0 for this derivation to be valid, if any of the φfi or re are zero than the original
integrand (A.1) and hene the integral over pf vanishes; hene the bound (A.5) is valid for any hoie of φ
f
i
and re. As it relates to the disussion at the end of Setion 3, we mention here that for a fae amplitude of
the form Af (pf ) =
1
pγ
f
the above proof an be generalized to arrive at a bound:
∫ ∞
0
∣∣∣Ff (pf , φfi , re)∣∣∣ dpf ≤
(
1 +
1
3− γ
)degV (f)∏
i=1
φ
f
i
degE(f)∏
j=1
re(f,j)

1−
3−γ
degV (f)+degE(f)
by following essentially the same steps.
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Appendix B. Finiteness for spin foams with boundary
As a path integral theory of quantum gravity, a spin foam model denes a transition amplitude from one
3-geometry to another for a given history  a triangulated 4-manifold whose boundary is the union of the
ingoing and outgoing 3-geometries.
In the ase where the 2-omplex is dual to a triangulated 4-manifold with boundary, a straightforward
extension of our niteness proof for the losed ase an be given. The spin variables assoiated to eah fae in
the boundary are taken as boundary data, so these are not integrated in dening the partition funtion. As
well, for dual edges and faes oming from boundary tetrahedra and triangles, one needs to take the square
root of the edge and fae amplitudes so that the partition funtion multiplies when two histories are glued
along a ommon boundary. We shall denote the sets of edges and faes dual to the boundary tetrahedra
and triangles as ∂E and ∂F , respetively. Rather than working diretly with the square root of the edge
amplitude Θ4(p1, . . . , p4), in this proof we use the following bound:
(B.1)
√
Θ4(p1, . . . , p4) < 1 + Θ4(p1, . . . , p4).
Applying this bound to the partition funtion of a 2-omplex ∆ with boundary we have
(B.2)
Z∆ =
∫ ∞
0
· · ·
∫ ∞
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
f /∈∂F
( ∏
e∈∂E
√
Θ4(p1, . . . , p4)
)( ∏
e/∈∂E
Θ4(p1, . . . , p4)
)(∏
v∈V
Av(p1, . . . , p10)
) ∏
f /∈∂F
p2f dpf
<
∫ ∞
0
· · ·
∫ ∞
0︸ ︷︷ ︸
f /∈∂F
( ∏
e∈∂E
1 + Θ4(p1, . . . , p4)
)( ∏
e/∈∂E
Θ4(p1, . . . , p4)
)(∏
v∈V
Av(p1, . . . , p10)
) ∏
f /∈∂F
p2f dpf .
Considering the RHS of (B.2), we see that expanding the produt of 1 + Θ4 funtions results in a sum
of partition funtions in whih boundary tetrahedra are either trivial (Ae = 1) or have the eye diagram
amplitude Ae = Θ4(p1, . . . , p4). We will show that any partition funtion of this form is nite.
First we handle the integrals with respet to the edge variables re. For the given 2-omplex ∆, let
a partition funtion be hosen where the amplitude for any boundary edge is either Ae = 1 or Ae =
Θ4(p1, . . . , p4), and all other amplitudes agree with the Perez-Rovelli model. We an extend the fae fatoring
method to a partition funtions of this form as follows. We begin by dening a boundary fae fator F ∂f
assoiated to any fae on the boundary as:
(B.3) F ∂f (pf , φ
f
i , re) =
sin(pfφ
f
1 ) sin(pfφ
f
2 ) · · · sin(pfφ
f
degV (f)
) sin(pfr1) sin(pfr2) · · · sin(pfrdegΘ
E
(f))
p
degV (f)+deg
Θ
E(f)
f
where the funtion degΘE(f) ounts the boundary edges of type Θ4 ontained in f . Observe that sine the
pf are xed on the boundary rather than integrated over, the measure fator of p
2
f does not enter into the
denition of F ∂f (pf , φ
f
i , re); the funtions F
∂
f (pf , φ
f
i , re) and not their integrals with respet to pf multiply
into the partition funtion diretly. The analog of the inequality (A.2) for faes in the boundary an be given
as
(B.4)
∣∣∣F ∂f (pf , φfi , re)∣∣∣ ≤ pfφ
f
1pfφ
f
2 · · · pfφ
f
degV (f)
pfr1pfr2 · · · pfrdegΘE(f)
p
degV (f)+deg
Θ
E
(f)
f
=

degV (f)∏
i=1
φ
f
i
degΘE(f)∏
j=1
re(f,j)

 .
In the open spin foam ase, the inequality (3.2) is modied to inlude the boundary fae fators:∏
f /∈∂∆
∫ ∞
0
∣∣∣Ff (pf , φfi , re)∣∣∣ dpf ∏
f∈∂∆
∣∣∣F ∂f (pf , φfi , re)∣∣∣
≤
∏
f /∈∂∆

4
3
degV (f)∏
i=1
φ
f
i
degE(f)∏
j=1
re(f,j)

1−
3
degV (f)+degE(f) ∏
f∈∂∆

degV (f)∏
i=1
φ
f
i
degΘE(f)∏
j=1
re(f,j)

 .
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For tetrahedra in the interior, niteness goes through as in the losed ase. For tetrahedra on the boundary,
there is an integration over re for any edge e of type Θ4; for suh edges one ollets all the re dependene to
give fators of the form: ∫ ∞
0
r4e
sinh2(re)
dre.
As this integral is learly nite, integrating with respet to the re for all e in the interior and boundary
always yields nite fators. For boundary tetrahedra where Ae = 1, there is no re variable to be integrated
so niteness of the bound is not aeted.
The nal step is to show that the result of integrating the partition funtion bound over the hyperboloid
variables is always nite. For a 4-simplex whih has all of its faes on the interior, we reall from the proof
of the losed ase that integration with respet to hyperboloid variables fators into produts of the form
 ∏
e∋v,e6=ev0
∫
H3+
dx(e,v)

∏
f∋v
(
φ
f
Nf (v)
)1− 3
degV (f)+degE(f)
sinh(φfNf (v))
,
eah of whih an shown nite by invoking the result of [12℄. For 4-simplies that have one or more faes in
the boundary, one instead has
(B.5)

 ∏
e∋v,e6=ev0
∫
H3+
dx(e,v)

 ∏
f∋v,f /∈∂∆
(
φ
f
Nf (v)
)1− 3
degV (f)+degE(f)
sinh(φfNf (v))
∏
f∋v,f∈∂∆
φ
f
Nf (v)
sinh(φfNf (v))
,
whih again are shown to be nite in [12℄  thus we have heked all hyperboloid integrations lead to nite
fators.
As our bound (B.2) is a nite sum of partition funtions whih are nite, we onlude that the Perez-Rovelli
Lorentzian partition funtion is nite for all 2-omplexes dual to triangulated 4-manifolds with boundary,
on the ondition that the interior faes meet the same riteria with respet to degV (f) and degE(f) as were
found for the losed ase.
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